In this paper we study a class of commutative nonassociative algebras which includes those special Jordan algebras which arise as the set of all elements fixed by an involution in a primitive ring with nonzero socle and with centralizer which is a field of characteristic not 2. Perhaps the most unusual feature of our approach is that we do not assume that our algebras satisfy any identity, but only that enough primitive idempotents exist satisfying certain properties that follow from the Jordan identity. (For an introduction to the standard theory, see [6] .) We also need an axiom which insures that the discrete topology (Jacobson's finite topology) will suffice.
More specifically, we assume that the following four axioms on idempotents hold in our algebra A over the field @ (A will be assumed to be commutative and of characteristic not 2 hereafter): (ii) A contains a set I of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents with the property that no nonzero element of A is orthogonal to all the elements of I.
(iii) If e is a primitive idempotent of A which is orthogonal to all but a finite number of the elements of 1, then A,,(l) = @e.
(iv) Any scalar extension of A of degree 2, 4, or 8 also satisfies (i), and any scalar extension of degree 2 or 4 satisfies (iii).
Letting F denote the set of elements of A which are orthogonal to all but a finite number of elements of I, and letting the idempotents of 1 be indexed by the set S, we prove from these axioms that F = XAi -I-ZAii + XA,,, , where * This research was supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant GP-2273. and for i, j E S and i # j, and where these subspaces multiply as in a Jordan algebra.
Given any element x E A it is natural to define its component in Ai or Aij by xii = (xei)(2ei -1) and xij = 4(xe,)ei respectively. If x is in F, we may also define xi0 = 2xei -z: xii E Ai, &S and verify that the components of the product of two elements x, y EF are given by (xy)ii = 2 XikYki , (XYhj = T %kYki + q XjkYki
(1) k for each i E S and each j E S u (0) not equal to i, where k ranges over all elements of S u (0). However, in order to be able to define a notion of the component of x in A,, for x $ F and to insure that the behavior of x $ F is determined by its components, we need to add another axiom.
(v) For each i, j E S and for each x, y E A, only a finite number of the products xikyki and x,,y, are nonzero. Furthermore, there exists a vector space homomorphism # : A + A satisfying #(xek) = #(x)ek E A,, for each K, such that for each i E S only a finite number of the products xik ykO are nonzero where ykO = @(ye,), and such that the equations (1) are satisfied foreachx,yEA.
Letting v be a homomorphism of an algebra A satisfying Axioms (i)-(v), we shall call F admissible if the set ~(1) of distinct images of elements of I is a set of orthogonal idempotents of v(A) satisfying Axiom (ii). By the radical of an algebra A satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) we shall mean any ideal R of A which is maximal with respect to the property of not containing any primitive idempotents of the subalgebra F (we shall see later on that the radical is unique and may also be characterized in several other ways.) We define an algebra A* to be primitive if it is the homomorphic image of an algebra A satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) under an admissible homomorphism v whose kernel contains the radical of A, and if, given any two subscripts i and j in an indexing set S* of v(l), there exists a finite set of elements K, = i, K, , ..., k, = j of S* such that -%k,+, # 0 for r = 0, 1, .**,n -1.
If A satisfies Axioms (i)-(v) or is primitive, then the subspace Aij is called regular if the square of every element in Aid is a scalar multiple of ei + ej , OSBORN and A is called regular if each subspace Aij in A is regular. We are now finally able to state our main results. THEOREM 1. If A is a commutative algebra satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) and if R is the radical of A, then AIR is a subdirect sum of primitive algebras A, The subalgebra F + R/R is a direct sum of the corresponding algebras F, in the A,'s. THEOREM 2. A regular primitive algebra is either the split exceptional Jordan algebra, or can be realized as a set of matrices under the Jordan product. In the latter case, F is faithfully represented as a simple reduced Jordan algebra of type A, , A, , B, Cl , C, , 07 D.
The matrices in this theorem are understood to be not only possibly infinite but also possibly uncountable. When we say that a set of matrices is closed under the Jordan product we imply that for each pair of matrices 11 aij ~1 and 1' bij 11 of the set and for each pair of subscripts i, j there are only a finite number of subscripts k such that the product aik bjrj is nonzero. The reduced Jordan algebras of type A, , A, , B, C, , and C, mentioned in the theorem are the obvious generalizations of the usual finite-dimensional reduced Jordan algebras of type A, , A,, B, and C obtained by replacing the n x n matrices by the set of all matrices of a given cardinality w-hich have only a finite number of nonzero entries. The generalization of the notion of a Jordan algebra of type D to the infinite dimensional case is equally straightforward.
We do not know whether a set of matrices closed under the Jordan product is necessarily a subset of a set of matrices closed under the associative product. Whenever it is, Theorem 2 may be sharpened.
COROLLARY. If the set of matrices in Theorem 2 corresponding to a given regular primitive algebra A are a subset of an associative algebra of matrices, then A is isomorphic to one of the,follouing:
(a) A Jordan subalgebra k' of a primitive ring G with nonzero socle whose centralizer is a field, where K contains the set of all elements of G which are represented by matrices with finitely many nonzero entries in some representation ofG.
(b) A Jordan subalgebra K of a primitive ring G with nonzero socle whose centralizer is aFeEd, where the elements of K arefixed under an involution J of G, and where K contains the set of all elements of G$xed by J which are represented by matrices with jinitely many nonzero entries in some representation of G.
(c) A Jordan subalgebra K of a primitive ring G with nonzero socle whose centralizer is a generalized quaternion division algebra r, where the elements of K areJixed under an involution J of G, where K contains the set of all elements of G Jixed by J which are represented by matrices with finitely many nonzero entries in some representation of G, and where the elements of r fixed under the involution of I' induced by Jform the center of T.
Conversely, each of these algebras K satis$es Axioms (i)-(v).
Our final result deals with the nonregular case. THEOREM 3. Let A be a primitive algebra which is not regular. Then each of the subspaces A, is either zero or is one-dimensional and not regular.
Some examples of nonregular primitive algebras are also given to show that they actually exist and that they do not have uniform local structure as the regular primitive algebras have.
1. In this section we shall develop most of the basic machinery and prove Theorem 1. We begin by investigating the implications of our first axiom. 
is a vector space direct sum, and A,,A,, C Ai, , A,jAjo C Ai, , A,oAjo C A,f , AijAij C Ai + A,, and A,jA,, = AijA,o = A,jA, = A,A, = 0 for i, j, k, 1 distinct.
It will be convenient to prove this lemma under the assumption that A,j is given by the slightly modified definition and then to show that the two definitions are equivalent. Suppose first that 0 = Ca, + ZZa,j + Zaio + a,, where each symbol in this equation is this by ej gives 0 = aij for each j f i. It now follows easily that ai, = a, = 0, and hence that the right side of (2) is a vector-space direct sum.
Next let e = e, -I-.'. -$-e, and let a = a, -a, -I-a, be the decomposition postulated in Axiom (i) of an arbitrary element a of A with respect to e. In order to establish (2) it is sufficient to prove by induction on n that and a, E A, . The last relation is immediate, since eiuO E A,( l)A,(O) = 0, To show that aI~~AAi+~Aij, we let a,=c,+c++co be the decomposition of a, with respect to e'. Since a, , e' E A,(l) and since each component of a, can be expressed as a operated on by a polynomial in R,, (right multiplication by e'), we see that cr , c+ , co E A,(l). Then e,c, = (e -e')co = co or co GA,, and e,c+ = (e -e')c$ = c+ -ic* = kc+ or c* E A,&&). But cr E IX Ai + E Aij and c* E E[ABi(*) n n &,(O)] for i, j # n by mduction, giving a, = cr + ct + co E x Ai + x Aij as desired.
Suppose now that a E Aa, n A&Q) and that is the decomposition of a given by (2) (still using our modified definition of Aij). Multiplying this equation first by ei and then by e, gives &z = $aij , showing that our two definitions of Aii are indeed equivalent. Suppose now that A satisfies Axioms (ii) and (iii) in addition to (i) and let ei , ei , ek , ..., denote the idempotents of I where i, j, k lie in some indexing set 5'. Defining the subspaces Ai , Aij , and A,, as in Lemma 1 for distinct i, j E S (note that A, = 0 by (ii) this time), we see that these subspaces are again independent and that products of these subspaces satisfy the relations given in Lemma 1 (since all calculations can be done with a finite number of indices). In addition, (iii) implies that AiAij C Aij . Hence, letting F denote the set of all elements of A which are finite sums of elements in the subspaces Ai , ,4,, , 4,s for i.,j E S, we see that F is a subalgebra of A. In order to avoid having to treat the subspaces of type Aij and of type Ai, separately in our proofs hereafter, let us observe that A may be embedded in the algebra A0 which is additively the direct sum of A and a one-dimensional algebra @e, , where multiplication in A0 is given by (ae, + 4(Beo + y) = de0 + [54y) + Bd4 + vlIt is easy to check that A0 satisfies Axioms (i)-(v) with I0 = I u {eo) playing the role of I, and that A0 contains no elements which are in the halfspace for one idempotent of I0 and in the zero-space for all the others. Since the process of embedding A in A0 is quite similar to the process of adjoining an identity element to an algebra (and is identical if the cardinality of I is finite), we shall refer to it as the process of adjoining an idempotent to A. We have proved PROPOSITION 1. After possibly adjoining an idempotent to A, the subalgebra F = {x 1 x E A, xe, f 0 forpnitely many ei's in I> is additively the direct sum of the subspaces Ai = @ei and the subspaces Aij = Act(*) n A,>(&) for i, j t S andj # i. Also, AijAj, C Ail, , AcjA,, = 0, and for i, j, k, 1 distinct.
We are now ready to begin a study of F which will lead to Theorem 1. We shall first give a complete proof under the assumption that F = z Ai + x Aej , and then it will be easy to show that the theorem also holds if the spaces Ai,, are not all zero. LEMMA 2. An element u # ei + ei of Ai + Aij + Aj is idempotent if and only if u has the form u = uei + (1 -ol)ej + a for some a E Aij and 01, y E 0 satisfying a2 = y(ei + ej) and 01~ -01 + y = 0.
Suppose first that u E Ai + Aij + Aj is idempotent. Then u = olei + /3ej + a for some OL, ,6 E @ and a E Aij , and u2 = a2ei + /3"ej + a2 + (a + &a = cq + /3ei + a.
If, for each x E A, [xii denotes that element of @ which satisfies the relation xii = [xliei , we see that the last equation may be separated into its components in Ai , A, , and Aij to give respectively 012 + [a21i = 01, /3" + [a21j = 8, and (a + /J)a = a. If a = 0 the desired conclusion follows from these equations trivially, so we may take a # 0. Thus 01 + j? = 1, and
Letting y = [a21i , we have a2 = y(ei + ej) and aa -01 + y = 0 as desired. Conversely, if a2 = y(ei + ej) and 01~ -01 + y = 0, then u=ole,+(l -a)ej+a is clearly idempotent. showing that w = (,Rr + &)u E @u as desired. PROPOSITION 2. Either Aij has dimension one or Ai + Aij + A? is a Jordan algebra.
Using the fact that any algebra B occurs in a natural way as a subring of any scalar extension of B, it is easy to see that Proposition 2 will follow for B = Ai + Aij + Aj if we can prove it for some scalar extension of B. Since Axioms (i) and (iii) are true in any scalar extension of A of degree 2 or 4 by hypothesis and since (ii) and (v) automatically remain true in any scalar extension of A, we may make two quadratic extensions during our proof and still continue to make use of anything derived just from Axioms (i)-(iii) and (v), or of anything derived from Axioms (i)-(v) which remains true under scalar extension.
Now if the dimension of Aij is 0 or 1 Proposition 2 is clearly true, so we may assume that there exist linearly independent elements b and c in Aij . Then b2 = alei + /3rej , bc = maei + &e, , and c2 = olaei + /3aej for some Thus, the square of any element of Aii has equal coefficients for ei and ej . As we mentioned in the introduction, we shall call Aii regular in this case. If an element c E Aii satisfies c2 = /I(e, + ej) for some ,3 E @, we shall say that c has a norm and write N(c) = /3. Th us, Aij is regular if and only if every element of Aii has a norm. Whenever Aij is regular, we can linearize N to get the symmetric inner product (b, c) = *[N(b + c) -N(b) -N(c)] defined on Aij . This inner product can be equally well defined by the relation bc = (b, c)(e, + ej). Letting s2 , s, , *.. be any orthogonal basis of Aij under this inner product and letting s0 = ei + ej and sr = ei -ej , we have the usual basis for a simple Jordan algebra of class D with the two differences that our algebra is not necessarily finite-dimensional and that our algebra is not necessarily simple (since the inner product doesn't have to be nonsingular).
Using the notion of regularity, Proposition 2 may be restated as PROPOSITION 2'. For each distinct i and j, Aij is either regular or is spanned by an element a,, such that ufj = Blei + p2eJ where PI # b2 . But the component of ek in this equation is p2 = u2 + 72 , while the sum of the components of ei and ej is /I1 = u1 + or + 6 + E. As in the proof of proposition 2, the relation u(Sei + Eej + Sd) = &Sei + eej + d) leads easily to E = -S, allowing us to write fir = u1 + 7r .
Setting ( If Aij is regular, we have seen that the norm function induces a symmetric inner product on Aij which we denoted by (a, b) for a, b E A, . We now need to derive a few formulae involving this inner product. If N(u) = 0 but Aij contains an element with nonzero norm, we may express a as the sum of two elements with nonzero norm and the formula follows from the fact that it is linear in a.
For any distinct i and j, let A;, =: {b / b E Aii , ab = 0 for all a E Aij}. Then Aij is trivially a subspace of Aij which can only be nonzero if Aij is regular. In this case, AIj is the elements of Aij which are orthogonal to all of Aij under the inner product. Let a E Aij be an element of nonzero norm. If A,, is not regular, it is spanned by an element b without norm, and the product ab is an element of A?, without norm by Proposition 3. Thus, Ai, not regular implies that Aj, is not regular and conversely. If Ai, and Aj, are both regular, let the maps #i : Ai, + Aj, and I,& : Aj, -Ai, be defined by &(xil;) = axik and &(xjk) = uxljk respectively. Then t+!~i and #a are linear transformations and #a& and $r& are just b times the identity map on Ail, and Ajk respectively by Lemma 4. Hence, $r and t,l~~ are both one-to-one onto, and dim Ai, = dim A?,. By the second formula of Lemma 5, we see that qr(xilc) is in AiIc if and only if xik is in Aik , showing that dim Aik = dim Ai, .
We are now ready to introduce the radical R of A and to prove that it has the properties that the name suggests. It will be convenient to use here a different definition of radical from that given in the introduction. The two will be proven equivalent in Proposition 6. We define the radical R to be the set of all elements x of A whose components in Ai vanish for each i E S, and whose components in Aii lie in Aij for each distinct i, j E S. PROPOSITION 
R is un ideal of A.
It is clear that R is a subspace of A, so that we only need to show that the product of an element in R with any element of A lies in R. In view of Axiom (v), it is sufficient to show that AkjAii , A;Aii , and AljA,, lie in R for all distinct i, j, k E S. The first two are obvious, so that we need only show that AiiAtk C Ajk . We may assume that Aii is regular, since otherwise Aii = 0 and we have nothing to prove. Then for any a E Aii and b E Aik it follows from Proposition 3 that (ab)2 = 0. If Aj, is not regular, the only element of it which squares to zero is zero, showing that ab = 0 and AijA,, = 0. Hence we may suppose that Ai, is regular. We may also assume that Aj, contains an element of nonzero norm, since otherwise Ajk = A?, and there is nothing to prove. But then Aik is also regular by Proposition 4. Thus, for each a E Aii and 6 E Ai, , we need to prove that (ab, d) = 0 for all d E Ai, . But (ab, d) = (a, bd) by Lemma 5, and (a, bd) = 0 since a E Aii . PROPOSITION 6. If A is an algebra satisfying Axioms (i)-(v), the following three characterizations of the radical R of A are equivalent:
(1) R is the set of all elements x qf A whose componentsin A,vanish for each i E S, and whose components in Aij lie in Aij for each distinct i, j E S.
(2) R is the unique largest ideal of A not containing any elements of I.
(3) R is the unique largest ideal of A not contianing any primitive idempotents ofF. If each primitive idempotent e of A has the property that A,(l) contains no nonzero elements that square to zero, then R is independent of the set I chosen to satisfy Axiom (ii) and is characterized by the fact that (4) R is the unique largest ideal of A not containing any primitive idempotents.
We shall assume throughout the proof of Proposition 6 that R is the ideal defined by part (1) . To prove this definition equivalent to the others, it suffices to prove, first of all, that every ideal not contained in R contains an element of I, and secondly, that each primitive idempotent e of R has the property that A,( 1) contains a nonzero element whose square is zero, Let C be any ideal of A not contained in R. Then C contains an element x which either has a nonzero component in some A, or a component in some A,, which is not in A;$ . In the first case, the component xii = (xei)(2ei -1) is in C so that C contains the idempotent ei E I. In the second case, xij = 4(xei)ei is in C and since xii $ Aij there exists a b E Aij such that bxij = Tlei + T2ej # 0. Then either e,(bxij) = Tlei or ei(bxsj) = r],ei is nonzero, and again C contains an element of I. Thus, every ideal of A without elements of I is contained in R.
Suppose now that e is an idempotent of R with the property that A,(l) contains no nonzero elements whose square is zero. For some ei E I let ei = fi + f+ + fO be the decomposition of ei with respect to e and let e = g+ + g, be the decompsition of e with respect to e,(g, = 0 since e E R).
Then eei = fi + &+ = *g;, and the component of e2 = e in AeL(g) is 2g&'g: = g, . Also, e eei = fi + $f$ = &g;))" + +g,,ggt = +(g$ + $g+ , and solving for fi in terms of gb gives fl = 2(fl + if;) -(fi t if;, = (g;)2 -t +g; -+g; = (g:)".
Substituting this into the relation fie =: fl yields (g$)z(g: +-g,) = (g;)2
and dropping the component in A,t(0) gives (g+)2g: = 0. But the component of 0 = (gi)2g+ = fi( fi + if+) _ ff + *flfi in A,(l) is 0 = ff , showing that fi is an element of A,(l) that squares to zero. Thus, by hypothesis, fi = (g+)" = 0. Denoting the components of e by gj, for each j, k E S, we observe that gt is the set of all components gii where i is fixed and where j ranges over S, and that (g+)" is the set of all products g,,g,? where i is fixed and j, k range over S. Since no two of these products lie in the same component of A, the relation (g:)" == 0 implies that gkigij = 0 for each j, k E S. But i was any element of S, so that the product of any two components of e is zero, or e2 = 0. This contradiction shows that, for any idempotent e of R, A,(l) contains a nonzero element whose square is zero, and the proof is complete. Now that we are ready to divide out the radical of A, we are faced with the problem of whether A/R also satisfies Axioms (i)-(v). We recall first that a homomorphism v of i-1 is called admissible if p maps the set I onto a set of orthogonal idempotents ~(1) in p(A) satisfying Axiom (ii). Whenever v is admissible, as is the case with the natural map of A onto A/R, it is easy to see that y(A) satisfies (ii) and (v). Using appropriate examples of associative rings with nonzero socle under the Jordan product, it is not difficult to show that A may have homomorphs which don't satisfy (ii), as well as homomorphs that do satisfy (ii) but which don't arise under admissible homomorphisms.
Consider next Axioms (i) and (iii) under homomorphism. If e is an idempotent of A, then p)(e) satisfies (i); and if e is primitive, then cp(e) satisfies (iii).
Given an idempotent c' of ?(/I), the only way in practice to show that it satisfies (i) seems to be to show that it is the image of an idempotent in A.
However, we have no general method of showing that e' is the image of an idempotent in A, even if 9 is the natural map of A onto A/R. LVe suspect that such a general method may not exist because of the difficulties encountered in lifting idempotents in infinite situations even in the associative case (see [7] ).
Let us call an algebra semisimple if it is isomorphic to a quotient algebra A/R where A is an algebra satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) and where R is the radical of A. Then every nonzero ideal in A contains a primitive idempotent, since the preimage of this ideal in A contains a primitive idempotent (in fact, an element of 1). Although we cannot show that either semisimple or primitive algebras (defined in the introduction) satisfy Axioms (i), (iii), or (iv) in general, we still effectively have the use of these axioms in semisimple and primitive algebras, since we can lift those idempotents that arise explicitly in our study of primitive algebras, and since most of the results of this section are preserved under admissible homomorphisms. We shall often find it convenient to denote a semisimple or primitive algebra by A instead of A/R or A* = p(A). Correspondingly Z and S will be used instead of y(Z) and S, and F will be used instead of (F + R)/R or F(F). PROPOSITION I. Every semisimple algebra A is a subdirect sum of primitive algebras. The induced representation ofF as a subdirect sum is in fact a direct sum.
In the semisimple algebra A, let us define the binary relation T on the elements of S by the property that ilj' for i, j E S if and only if either i = j or there exists a finite set of elements k,, = i, k, , ..., k, = j of S such that A # 0 for r = 0, 1, ..., n -1. Then T partitions S into disjoint ec$klence classes. If S, is such an equivalence class, let F, = {x 1 x EF, .zei = 0 for all i $ S,} and let pi be the map of F into F, defined on any element x E F by dropping all components of x whose subscripts do not lie in S, . Since no element of F has a nonzero component with one subscript in S, and the other one not in S, (by the definition of S,) we see that pi is a homomorphism of F onto the subalgebra F, In fact it is easy to see that the set of all homomorphisms pi for different equivalence classes of S effect a direct sum decomposition of F.
Consider now the extension of p: to a map pV defined on all of A by dropping all components whose subscripts do not lie in S, . This map preserves addition and multiplication by Axiom (v), so that pV is a homomorphism. Since the set Z of A is the image of a set of idempotents satisfying Axiom (ii) in an algebra satisfying Axioms (i)-( v , and since p,(Z) again satisfies Axiom ) (ii) in A, = p,(A), we see that A, is the homomorphic image of an algebra satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) under an admissible homomorphism. It now follows easily from the construction of py that A, is primitive, that py restricted to F, is an isomorphism, and that A is a subdirect sum of the A,'s. Since the A,'s are not necessarily subalgebras of A, we get a subdirect sum rather than a direct sum this time. Of course, any particular A, which is a subalgebra of A is a direct summand.
We have now proved Theorem 1 for algebras satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) after possibly adjoining an idempotent. To show that Theorem 1 holds without this last restriction, let e, again stand for the idempotent which was adjoined to A to get A". The radical R of A0 is an ideal of A and is clearly the maximal ideal of A without primitive idempotents of F, so that it is natural to call R the radical of A also. If all the subspaces Aio for i E S are regular, then they are all in R, and AOIR is just a direct sum of AIR and @eA where ei = e, + R, On the other hand, if one or more of the subspaces A,, are not regular, then ei is part of a nonregular primitive subsummand of Ao/R. This nonregular primitive subsummand may possibly break up into a number of nonregular primitive subsummands after e: has been exorcised. In either case, however, it is easy to see that the fact that A"/R is a subdirect sum of primitive algebras implies that the same is true for A/R.
2.
We turn now to the study of primitive algebras. Except for the next proposition, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of regular primitive algebras in this section. nlost of the concepts and results on algebras satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) given in the last section obviously preserve under admissible homomorphisms and will be used here without further explanation. This contradiction proves that if dim 8,, > 2 for some i, j E S, then every subspace of the form Ai, or Aj, is regular. In order to prove Proposition 8 it is sufficient to prove that for any i, j, I, m E Swith i # j and 1 f m, the relation dim Aij = dim A,, holds whenever either (a) dim A,, >. 2, or (h) dim Aij = 1 and A is regular. Since A is primitive, there exists a finite sequence j = k, , k, , ..., k, = I such that Akrk, 1 f 0 for r : 0, 1, ..., n ~ 1. We first show by induction that dim Aj L = dim Aij and that A, L is regular. Since k, = j, both statements are truk'for r = 0. But if dim xj k 3 1-I =-= dim Azj , then Ak,_l,lT is regular either by the results of the last paragraph or because A is regular: iZnd since Akr-&. # 0 by assumption, this subspace contains an element of nonzero norm, showing that dim Ai,k, = dim Aij and that Ai,+ is regular by Proposition 4. This completes the induction and shows that dimi, = dim Aij and that Ai, is regular. But switching the roles of 2 and m gives dim Ai,,, == dim Aij, and observing that 4,, contains an element of nonzero norm leads to dim A,, = dim AirlL == dim Aij .
In the remainder of this section A will denote a regular primitive algebra or a scalar extension of such an algebra, and F its subalgebra of elements with finitely many nonzero components. We next prove LEMMA 6. After making a possibly in$nite dimensional scalar extension of the base field, we may simultaneously select an element fij = fii for each distinct pair i, j E S such that fij = 4(ei + ej) and fiifjlc = fik for distinct i, j, k E S.
Let 1 be a fixed subscript of S. Then for each i E S different from 1 we may select an element f Ii E AIi of nonzero norm yi . After possibly making a scalar extension of @ (a possibly infinite union of quadratic extensions), we may assume that each yi is a square in @, say yi = Si . Suppose now that the elements of S are totally ordered in some fashion such that S has a first and a second element, to be denoted by 1 and 2 respectively. For each i, j E S i < j we shall define an algebra Ci3 as follows: the elements of Cij shall be the elements of Aij , addition and scalar multiplication are the same as in Aij , and multiplication is given by x * y = 2(3hlc * y)fia 5 for all X, y E Aij and for some k # i, j. To show that multiplication is welldefined we must show that x * y doesn't depend on which k was used. But, using the last relation of Lemma 5 and selecting 1 f i, j, k, we have = 2[(z ' fjk.fhllYlfil = 2(*fjL Y)fil . LEMMA 8. For each i, j E S with i < j, Cii is a composition algebra with $fij as identity element, and all of these composition algebras are isomorphic. More specifically, the isomorphisms C,, g CIj and CIj s Cij for 1 <: i < j follow from the relations (xl2 * y12)fzj = (x12fzj) * (y12ffj) and (xlj * ylj)fiT = CxIif,i) * (Yljfii).
To show that *fij is the identity element of Cij we have only to observe that x * *ftj = (z?jjk fij)fik = s by Lemma 7 , and that +f~j * Y = (fijfjk . ylfili = Yfik . fib-= Y.
Since Cij has an identity element and since the inner product on Cqlj is nondegenerate, Cij will be a composition algebra if N(x * y) = N(x)N(y) for all X, y E Ci, (See [5] for the exact definition of composition algebra as well as for the classification of these algebras which we will be needing shortly.) But as desired.
The two relations mentioned in Lemma 8 may be established as follows:
Letting / S 1 denote the cardinality of S, we are now in a position to prove PROPOSITION 9. Suppose that 1 S 1 > 2. Then after possibly making an in$nite scalar extension, F is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra H of all hermitian / S 1 by I S 1 matrices OWY C,, with a$nite number of nonzero entries.
We shall first establish a vector space isomorphism between F and H, and then show that it is multiplicative.
We may regard the rows and columns of H as indexed by the elements of S and as being arranged in the same order as the elements of S. To begin with, we let ei correspond to the matrix of H with &jia at the intersection of the ith row and the ith column and with zero elsewhere. Given an element x of A,, , we shall correspond to it the matrix with x in the first row and second column, and with f in the second row and first column (and all other entries zero). An element x E An for j > 2 will correspond to the matrix with xfij in the 1, j position and with xfii in the j, 1 position. And an element x E Aij for 1 < i < j will correspond to the matrix with xfii . fij in the i, j position and xfii . fii in the j, i position. This correspondence may be uniquely extended by linearity to give a vector space isomorphism between F and H.
To show that this isomorphism is multiplicative, we first observe that the products e,ej = eixjk = xiixkl = 0 for i, j, k, 1 distinct correspond to zero products in H. It is also clear that the relation eixij = Bxij is preserved under the isomorphism. To show that products of the form AijAij are preserved, it is sufficient to show that the square of an element xij E Aij corresponds to the square of the image of xij . But if the matrix corresponding to xii has xi2 in the i, j position (and hence ff,, in the j, i position), then the square of this matrix has w,, * xi2 = 2(x,$,, . XlZlfik = mYdf2klfik = W%) . ~.A2 in the i, i position and xrz * E,, = N(2i.J . &flz = N(x,,) . *fiz in the j, j position, and is thus the image of xz = N(xij)ei + N(xij)ej = N(x,,)ei + N(x,,)ej .
It remains to show that, for any i, j, k E S such that i < j < k, the products AijAj,, AjiAi, , and A,,A, are preserved under the isomorphism. In order to keep from having to break up each of these cases according to whether i or j take the values 1 or 2, we observe that Lemma 8 allows us to perform the necessary calculations directly using Cij instead of having to move everything back into C,, . Since (Yikfjk .fdfa = (Yikfii .falfti = Yi!xfii .fa and (%kfij ' fjkVi< ' fii = Czjkfii ' fiilfjk ' fij = Czik ' fijfii>fib = Zikfii 'file 9 we may map elements of A,, and Aj, into Cij in a manner analogous to the way we have been mapping things into C,, , and these maps will be compatible with the isomorphism between Cij and C,, given by Lemma 8.
If xii E Aij and yilc E Ai, , then the product xijyj, corresponds to the matrix Now that Proposition 9 has been proved, the structure of F may be determined readily from the known structure of composition algebras. By possibly making another quadratic extension of the base field, we may assume that C,, is a split composition algebra, in which case C,, is one of four possible algebras of dimension 1,2,4, or 8 respectively. If C,, has dimension one it is easy to see that F is isomorphic to the set of all symmetric 1 S 1 by 1 S 1 matrices over @ with only finitely many nonzero entries under the Jordan product. Extending the standard finite dimensional terminology in the obvious way, we shall say that F is an algebra of class B in this case. If C',, has dimension 2, then C,, is the direct sum of two one-dimensional algebras over @, and it is easy to verify that F is isomorphic to the set of all j S 1 by 1 S 1 matrices over @ with only finitely many nonzero entries under the Jordan product.
This time we call F an algebra of class A.
Next suppose that the dimension of C,, is 4. Then C,, is isomorphic to the 2 x 2 matrices over @ and F may easily be shown to be isomorphic to the Jordan subalgebra of the 21 S / by 21 S / matrices over @ consisting of those matrices with only finitely many nonzero entries in which the second ) S ) x ) S ) block on the diagonal is the transpose of the first diagonal 1 S 1 x / S / block, and in which the two off diagonal / S ) x 1 S ) blocks are skew-symmetric. In this case F is called an algebra of class C. If C,, has dimension 8, then C,, is the split Cayley algebra. We shall prove that under these circumstances 1 S ) must be 3, showing that F can only be the split exceptional simple Jordan algebra over @. As a basis for the split Cayley algebra we may take u, v, gi ,g, , gs , g; , gi ,gi where u2 = u, v2 = v, ugi = giv = gi , giu = vgi =gi , gig, = -gjg, = g; , glgj = -gjgi = g, for each even permutation (i,j, k) of (1, 2, 3) , and where all other products are zero. The identity element of this algebra is 1 = u + v and conjugation is given by zi = v, Ii = -g, , and 1: = -g; for i = 1, 2, 3. Suppose now that 1 S / > 4 and consider the following three hermitian 1 S j x / S 1 matrices where all but four rows and the corresponding columns contain only zeros in each case and have been omitted: This doesn't yet give a contradiction since the algebra F that we are dealing at this point is only a homomorph of a possibly infinite scalar extension of an algebra satisfying (i). However e occurs in a scalar extension of A of degree 8 over @ (an extension of degree 4 to allow us to find fi2 and fi3 , and another extension of degree 2 to split Ci2), and this extension of A is the homomorphic image of an algebra A' satisfying Axiom (i). If u = e, + e2 + Q + b + c where a E Al,, b E Al3 , and c E A,, is an element of A' mapping onto e, then u2 -u is in the radical R' of A'. We may break the relation u2 -u E R' into components yielding the relations N( Consider now the case 1 S j = 2 omitted from Proposition 9. We already know from Proposition 2 and its proof that F has a basis sa , sr , ..., si ... where s", = sa , sOsi = si , $ = olis,, for some oli's in @, and sisj = 0 for all distinct i, j # 0. Since the radical of F is zero, the inner product on il,, is non-singular, showing that the oli's are non-zero and that F is simple. Again, making the obvious extension of the finite dimensional terminology, we call F an algebra of type D is this case. Koting that F = A when 1 S ! is finite, our results on primitive algebras so far are summed up by PROPOSITION 10. Let A be a regular primitive algebra and let F be its subalgebra of elements with Jinitely many nonzero components. Then either (1) some scalar extension of F is an algebra of class A, B, or C, or (2) A is an algebra oftypeDorE.
In order to determine the structure of F itself, it remains to investigate F under the assumption that some scalar extension of it is an algebra of class A, B, of C. For finite 1 S 1 the result follows easily from the results of Jacobson and Jacobson in [3] . Luckily, the relevant arguments in [3] generalize to the infinite case without much difficulty, so that we shall content ourselves with supplying the nontrivial modifications of the argument in [3] which are needed in the infinite case.
Let P be an extension field of @ with the property that Fp , the scalar extension of F by P, is an algebra of class A, B, or C. Then $1 of [3] shows that Fp has a universal associative algebra which is unique up to isomorphism, and the argument in 93 of [3] with a few obvious modifications derives what the universal algebra of Fp is in each case. In adapting the argument in $4 to the infinite case it is convenient to use a regular representation R of P over @ with a certain special property. If R maps P into Qr, the 1 1' I x 1 T i matrices over @, then we wish R to have the property that each element of PR is a matrix of ds, consisting of a finite block repeated down the diagonal for some ordering of 1', and that any finite number of elements of PR may be broken into repeated finite blocks of the same size and in the same positions simultaneously.
To show that P has such a representation, we recall first that P is an extension of degree 1 or 2 of a field P' which is a union of extensions of degree 2 of @, where the extension from @ to P' is required to produce the fii's, and where the extension from P' to P is required to split C,, . But if C,, has dimension 1 the extension from P' to P is not required, and if C,, has dimension 2 or 4 we could have made a quadratic scalar extension of @ which introduces a nonzero element of zero norm into A,, , after which the extension required to produce the fii's automatically produces a split composition algebra. Thus, in either case, P is itself a union of fields each of which is a quadratic extension of @. Let {ri}isu b e a set of elements of @ whose square roots are algebraically independent and generate P over @. For each yi, the field cP(d<) may be represented over @ by R< : a + b fi-+ (; '2, for a, b E @. Extending Ri to be a representation of @(UY<, fi) over @(dG), we may replace the elements @(d<) by their images under Rj to get a representation Rij of @(z/c , 6) in Da . Since we get the same representation Rij either by substituting Iii into Ri or vice versa, we see that we may combine any set of Ri's to get a uniquely determined representation of the appropriate subfield of P. In particular, combining all of the Ri's gives a representation R which may easily be seen to have the desired property.
Using a representation with this property, it is not difficult to verify that the central part of the argument in [3] , 94 goes through with only minor modifications. More precisely, it follows that there exists an associative @-algebra !?,l with an involution J such that F is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra of J-symmetric elements of 3, and such that 219 is isomorphic to the universal algebra of F, . We suppose first that X is simple, which is always true if F,, is of class B or C as Xp is simple in this case. Then, since 'u contains the elements if F, it contains an idempotent and is hence primitive. If e is an idempotent of I, the right ideal eB cannot contain an infinite descending chain of right ideals since (ea), = .&IF contains no infinite chain. Thus 'u has nonzero socle. But, it is known that a primitive ring with an involution and with nonzero socle may be represented as a set of continuous transformations on a vector space M over a division ring r, where M is self-dual relative to an hermitian or skew-hermitian scalar product (see [4] , Thms. 1 and 2, pp. 82-83). Picking a basis for M so that % is represented as matrices, we see that the simplicity of % implies that each matrix has only finitely many nonzero columns, and the self-duality of M implies that each matrix has only finitely many nonzero rows. Thus, for some set T, 'u may be regarded as the set of all / T 1 x 1 T 1 matrices over r with only finitely many nonzero entries.
Next let us investigate the centralizer r of %. Since every element of @ has the same effect as some element of r, we may think of Q, as being part of r and of r as being an algebra over @. Defining the map f of r into 'u by f(y) = ye for each y E r and for some fixed e E I, we see that f is a @-isomorphism of r into the subalgebra '21, = {x 1 x E 'LI, xe = ex = x>. showing that r is a quadratic extension field of @. Noting that (re) n F = @e, we see that J is an involution of the second kind with @ as the fixed field of r. IfF, is of class C, then [('U,), : P] = 4 and the fact that ['u, : f(r)] is a square implies that either r = @ or [r : @] = 4. In the latter case, r z X, over @ and r, g (%,), z P, , showing that r is a generalized quaterion division algebra with center @. In each of these cases we may find a basis for M with the property that the e,'s are represented by diagonal matrices. It follows from this that T = S + S when Fp is of class C and r = @, and that T = S in the other cases.
It remains to discover the structure of 'II when it is not simple. Here Fp must be of class A and EI, = P$' @ P's? where Pg' for i = 1 or 2 is a copy of the set of 1 S / x / S / matrices over P with only finitely many nonzero entries. If 'ur is a proper ideal of %, then (%r), must be either P&l' or P&", say ('U,), = P$'. Since 'u is preserved under the fundamental involution J which interchanges Pk" and P$', J must carry 91, into another ideal 'u, with the property that (%a), = PA'). Then 'u = '11, @ '?I,, and F is the set of all elements of X fixed under J, or the set of all elements of the form a, + a: for a, E 'u, . The correspondence a, + u{ + a, defines an isomorphism between F and the algebra '3, under the Jordan product. Here, '11, contains a primitive idempotent and is a simple primitive ring with nonzero socle as in the last case. Since the subalgebra @I,), f or e E I is one-dimensional over @, the centralizer of VI, is just @. Representing %I, as transformations on a vector space M and using the elements of 1 to find a basis for M, it is immediate that 2lr is isomorphic to Qs
The possibilities that we have found for the structure of F are collected in PROPOSITION 11. If some scalar extension of F is of class A, B, or C, then F is isomorphic to one of the following sets of matrices under the Jordan product:
(a) The set @s of all 1 S 1 x 1 S 1 matrices over @ with a finite number of nonzero entries. (e) The set of all skew-hermitian elements of r, , where r is a generalized quaternion division algebra with center @.
An algebra which is isomorphic to one of the algebras (a), (b), (c), (d), or (e) under the Jordan product will be called a reduced algebra of type A, , B, C, , A,, or C, respectively over the field @. A reduced algebra of type A, is already an algebra of class A. However, a reduced algebra of type B or C, may require an infinite scalar extension to become an algebra of class B or C respectively.
After an appropriate quadratic scalar extension, a reduced algebra of type A, or C, becomes a reduced algebra of type A, or C, respectively. Reduced algebras of type A, or C, may of course be represented as sets of matrices over @ using any representation of r as matrices over 0,.
Now that the structure of the subalgebra F has been determined, the result on the structure of A enunciated in Theorem 2 is immediate. For it is clear from Axiom (v) that any of the representations for F given above may be extended to a representation for A as a set of matrices under the Jordan product. If F is of type D or E, then A = F, and in the former case, A may be realized as matrices by an obvious generalization of the process used in the finite-dimensional case. Suppose now that this representation for A is a subset of an associative algebra G of matrices, and let L be an ideal of G. Choosing any nonzero element of L and multiplying by appropriate elements of I, say ei and ei , we see that L contains a nonzero element in the subalgebra Goj, = {X 1 x E G, (ei + ei)x = x = x(ei + ei)}. But in each of the five cases of Proposition 11, Gfij, is a simple algebra generated by the elements of F contained in it, showing that Gtij, CL. Then for each k # i, j we have Gcik, n L # 0 and hence Gok) CL, giving ek EL for every k E S. Since every ideal of G contains an idempotent, G is semisimple; and since any two ideals have nonzero intersection, G is primitive. Noting that ei is an idempotent of finite rank in G, we see that G contains primitive idempotents and hence minimal right ideals. Thus G has nonzero socle, and the first sentence of the Corollary to Theorem 2 now follows easily from Proposition 11.
Conversely, let G be any primitive ring with nonzero socle whose centralizer is the field @, let G be represented as row-finite matrices over @, and let A be any set of elements of G which includes all the elements of G represented as matrices with finitely many nonzero entries and which is closed under the Jordan product. Then A satisfies Axiom (i) since any Jordan algebra satisfies this axiom. If e is a primitive idempotent of G, then it follows easily from the standard theory of primitive rings with nonzero socle that eGe = abe, showing that A satisfies Axiom (iii) since every primitive idempotent of A with finitely many nonzero entries is primitive in G. Because G remains primitive with nonzero socle under scalar extension, we also have Axiom (iv). Also, the elements of G with a 1 in one position on the diagonal and zero elsewhere form a set I with respect to which A satisfies Axioms (ii), (v), and primitivity.
Next, let G be a primitive ring with nonzero socle whose centralizer is the division ring r, let A* be the set of all elements of G left fixed by an involution J of G under the Jordan product, and let the fixed elements of r under the involution of rinduced by J be the field @. Again it is immediate that A* satisfies Axiom (i). If e is an idempotent of A which is primitive in A*, then eGe is a primitive subalgebra of G fixed under / with I' as centralizer, but containing no idempotents of A*, except e. Let e, be a primitive idempotent of G in eGe, let e2 = ef , and let M be a faithful irreducible right module for G. Then K = {X 1 x E G, MX C Mei + Me,} is a subalgebra of eGe fixed under J and isomorphic to either r or the 2 x 2 matrices over @, depending on whether ea = e, or e2 f e, . The identity element of K is fixed under J and hence must be e, showing that any primitive idempotent of A* has rank 1 or 2 in G. Letting KS be the set of elements of K fixed under J, it follows from the theory of finite dimension Jordan algebras that KS has one of the forms (b), (c), (d), or (e) of Proposition 11. But if K is the 2 x 2 matrices and if KS had the form (b) or (d), then K, would contain an idempotent besides e. Thus KS = @e, and Axiom (iii) is satisfied (in fact, we have proved that A,(l) = @e for all primitive idempotents, not just those in F). As in the last case, Axiom (iv) now follows because G remains primitive under scalar extension.
Suppose now that I is any maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of A*. If there exists an idempotent e, of G orthogonal to all of the elements of I, then ea = ef is also orthogonal to all the elements of I, and the identity element e of the subalgebra K = {X 1 x E G, Mx C Me, + Me,} is orthogonal to the elements of I as well as being in A*, which contradicts the maximality of I. Thus I is a maximal set of orthogonal (but not necessarily primitive) idempotents in G. But then no element of G is orthogonal to every element of I, which implies that no element of A* is orthogonal to every element of 1, or that Axiom (ii) holds. It is now easy to see that Axiom (v) also holds and that A* is primitive.
Let F be the elements of A* with finitely many nonzero components with respect to some maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of A* and let A be any subalgebra of A* containing F. Then it is clear that the fact that A* satisfies Axioms (i)-(v) implies that A does also. This completes the proof of the Corollary of Theorem 2.
3. In this final section we treat primitive algebras which are not regular. We first prove Theorem 3 and then give some examples which seem to show that Theorem 3 is as far as one can go with the structure of nonregular primitive algebras using the methods of this paper. A central tool used in the proofs of this section is LEMMA 9. Let e, , e2, e3 be orthogonal idempotents of A, let a E A,, , bE43, CE-43, and let a2 = ael + Be, , b2 = ye, + 6e, , c2 = Ee2 + Te, , ab = pc, ac = ab, and bc = ra for CL, fi, y, 6, E, 7, p, CJ, 7 E @. Then for This lemma may be proved by checking that the equations (3) are simply the various components of the equation u2 -u = 0. Since the calculation is completely straightforward, the details will be omitted.
Suppose now that A is any primitive algebra which is not regular. Then every Aij has dimension 1 or 0 by Proposition 8, and, for some p and Q, A,, will not be regular. If there exists a nonzero regular Aij in A also, then, using the finite chain of subspaces from A, to A,, which exists by the definition of primitivity, we see that there exist k, 1, m E I such that A,, is nonzero regular and A,, is not regular. If we can rule out this last situation, we will have proved Theorem 3. But it is clear that the subalgebra A, + A, + A, + A,, + A,, + A,, is semisimple, and it is not regular since A,, is not regular. The desired contradiction now follows from PROPOSITION 12. Let el , e2 , e3 be orthogonal idempotents of a semisimple algebra A which is not regular, and let A = A,+A,+A,+A,,+A,,+A,, . Then each of the spaces A,, , A,, , or A,, is either zero or is not regular.
To prove this proposition, let us suppose that A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 12 but not the conclusion. Let us say that A,, is nonzero regular and A,, is not regular. Then A,, is also not regular by Proposition 4, and we have an algebra of the type given in Lemma 9 with the added condition that /I = 01. By possibly making a quadratic scalar extension of @, we may replace a by an appropriate scalar multiple of a so that CI and fi may be taken to be 4. But then Proposition 4 tells us that ab # 0, so that we may replace c by ab to obtain p = 1. The same proposition now implies that y = E, 6 = 7, and u = 1.
Consider shows that 7 f 0. Again possibly making a quadratic scalar extension, we may now replace b and c by (l/2/7)b and (l/2/ r c respectively to achieve bc = a. This replace-) ment must also make E = 4, since E = 47. We have shown that after a scalar extension of degree at most eight (we do not need 01' in the field any longer), the base field may be assumed to contain i = 2/-1 and the multiplication constants given in Lemma 9 may be taken to be a: = ,8 = y = E = 4, 6 = 7 #: 4, and p -~: 0 = 7 I= 1, with only 17 not determined. But, letting e = e, ~ e2 * e3 -(i,'2)a -j--hb --I--(i/2)c, s = (7 ~~ 4)e, tm qe, --qe, -2ic, and y = e, -e2 + (i/2)a, we may check that e2 = e, e,z = (7 ~ 4)y # 0, and ey = 0. If e; , ei , ei , b', c' are the same preimages of e, , ep e3 , b, c respectively as above, and if a' = b'c' again, we may check that e' = e; -e$ + ej + i a' + !j b' + g cf is an idempotent preimage of e, so that e must satisfy Axiom (i). This contradiction finishes the proof of Proposition 12 and Theorem 3.
We conclude with several examples of nonregular algebras satisfying Axioms (i)-(v). Let us begin by letting A be a 5-dimensional algebra over @ spanned by the orthogonal idempotents e, , e2 , e3 and by a E A,, and c E A,, where ac = 0, a2 = e, T /3e,, and c2 = e2 -C 4,8e3 for some ,?J E @ not equal to 1 or 3. By specializing Lemma 9 in the appropriate manner, we see A also satisfies Axioms (ii) and (v) and is a primitive algebra, and if /3 # 0 we may easily check that A is simple. This example shows that in a nonregular primitive algebra the subspaces Aij do not all have to be the same dimension, even if the algebra is simple. If /3 = 0 we find that the subspace spanned by e, and a and the subspace spanned by e, , a, e2, and c are both ideals. Thus, a nonregular primitive algebra need not be simple. Both of these ideals are in fact nonregular primitive algebras in their own right, giving examples of algebras satisfying Axioms (i)-(v) in which the subspaces of the form Ai, are nontrivial.
Our next example is formed by adding a radical to our last example. Let A have a basis consisting of the orthogonal idempotents e, , ea , es , of a E A,, 
-7 4x; -4.i; .
But then hf ---X, + 4h: = Ai ~ h, J-4X: , which reduces to -4hi = 0 using the first two equations of (5) contradicting the assumption that h,h,h, f 0.
Thus, for any idempotent u of A, at least one of the coefficients h, , &, , h, is zero. However, looking at the last three equations of (5) we see that the product of the other two of these three coefficients is also zero. This shows that for some permutation {i, j, k} of {I, 2, 3) either u is in Ai 1 /fij ~-~ Aj or u is the orthogonal sum of ek and some idempotent in Ai + ATj t-Aj . Again Lemma 2 tells us that the only idempotents in A are those made up of e, , e2 , and e3 , and again Axioms (i)-(v) and primitivity are satisfied. This example shows that the product of independent nonregular elements in a primitive algebra does not have to be zero, and that the spaces A,, , A,, , and A,, can all be nonregular. If a nonregular primitive algebra contains a proper ideal B, it is clear that B contains a proper subset of the idempotents of I, and that ej E B and e, $ B imply that A:lc C Aj . Our last example shows that the latter two conditions on a subspace B of A are not even sufficient for B to be a subalgebra, let alone an ideal.
In each of the examples of nonregular primitive algebras given here as well as in all other such examples that we have been able to construct, Axioms (i)-(v) are satisfied because of the absence of any idempotent that is not a sum of elements of I. This very negative way of satisfying our axioms suggests that the further study of nonregular primitive algebras would not lead to much of interest.
